Use of antidepressant treatment. 
Patients' perception

Introduction. A major determinant of response to antidepres- 
sive drugs is how the patients use them. Our objective is to take 
a look over the antidepressants use in a real sample.

Methods. In determining which factors may be relevant for 
treatment good use, social, demographic, disease and 
treatment-related data were gathered from 550 patients, who 
were currently taking antidepressants for any motive. The 
questionnaire included two items, the patients’ perceived 
difficulty of following treatment and the level of acknowledged 
non-compliance by the patient, which may be considered as both 
an indirect and guiltless way of approximating the patients’ real use 
of treatment.

Results. Compliance was poor among the less educated, as 
well as those living in rural areas and in patients receiving 
concomitant treatment for organic diseases. Use was 
good in 61.5% and was particularly good among those 
with an affective disorder (69.8%). Among patients who did not 
respond to treatment, the incidence of non-compliance (49.1%) 
was higher than for those achieving improvement (31.2%).

Conclusions. It’s important to explore and reinforce a 
good use of antidepressants in clinical settings and to be 
sure this type of treatment is necessary if the indication is not 
clear.
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INTRODUCTION

In the field of mental health, good use of treatments is a 
major health care concern, since the effectiveness of psy-
chopharmacologic drugs is reduced greatly when patients 
fail to comply with treatment. Inadequate treatment adher- 
ence is believed to be an underlying cause of many cas-
es in which depression becomes chronic and that it is a ma-
jor compound of good use of the antidepressant treatment.
Factors that influence the treatment use include drug efficacy and possible adverse effects, hypocondrial and conversive symptoms that are related to increased complaints about adverse effects, therapeutic regimen, and depression itself. Psychiatric history, age, and sex do not seem to influence adherence, while a low socioeconomic status, over-prescribing on the part of the physician, and the stigma of mental disease and psychiatric treatment have all been related to treatment compliance. One of the most common factors considered when prescribing antidepressants is the avoidance of specific side effects, what could improve patients’ perception of the treatment.

From the long-term point of view, inadequate adherence to treatment may be more due to fear of becoming dependent on the drug than to its undesirable effects, as well as to denial of disease or a need for checking whether the problem persists.

In the literature on this topic, figures for poor adherence to antidepressants, among patients with affective disorders, vary between 10–30% and 60%, These figures do not appear to have changed after the introduction of newer drugs, with reduced undesirable effects.

A majority of physicians underestimate the problem of non-compliance. Despite the growing use of clinical guidelines, treatment algorithms, newer drugs with less adverse effects and other improvements in therapeutics, there continues to be a relevant difference between the efficacy of antidepressants seen in clinical trials and that seen in clinical practice. This difference may stem from a lack of information.

Adherence seems to be directly related to a patient’s awareness of having been told about a drug’s adverse effects by their physician: the less they remember about it, the worse their adherence is. In addition, it appears that there is a discrepancy between the instructions that physicians say they give to their patients and those that the patients actually recall being given.

On average, poor compliers have been found to stop taking their medication after only 43 days, even if the response to the medication is positive. However, poor compliance is seen after only 15 days if they develop an adverse effect, after 20 days if their condition worsens, and after 40 days if the response is lesser than they expected.

Psychiatrists tend to presume that non-adherence among patients with chronic depression is uncommon, and place it around 16%. However, when asked if they made some mistake in the way they took their medication the day before, 1 out of every 3 patients admits some mistake, and 8% acknowledge that mistakes occur very often. Aspects that have been shown to influence a good use include the treatment’s efficacy and the daily number of pills to be taken. Factors associated with a good adherence include the presence of family members, emotional stability, positive relationship with the physician, and a perceived improvement with the drug. However, adherence decreases as the duration of therapy lengthens. Other studies have found adherence to be as low as 39.7%, with older patients, and those with higher scores on the scale of chronic disease, having better adherence. Over 43% of patients do not comply with their long term treatments, and 75% fail to introduce the life habit changes recommended by their physicians.

In order to be able to improve the use of antidepressant drugs, we think it is important to define those factors, sociodemographic or related with the diagnosis or course of the disease, which are relevant to this problem. Our aim is to find out how many patients on antidepressants remember to take their drugs and also consider that doing so is not difficult. We believe such patients can be presumed to have a better use of treatment. For doing so, we have developed a brief questionnaire that explores both the degree of forgetfulness in taking their medication, that patients themselves acknowledge, and the level of difficulty that they attribute to complying with therapeutic instructions. We have chosen to explore both aspects in the belief that inquiring about easiness, in a way that causes the least guilt for the patient, will allow us to get a picture as close as possible to the reality of this difficult problem.

**METHODS**

Data were gathered from 550 patients receiving antidepressants for any cause, visiting, during the month of May, 2005, any of the psychiatric resources of the public health network of the island of Mallorca, which is staffed by 16 psychiatrists (3 of which were following their training as specialists, but were at least in the 3rd year of their training). In order to ensure that data were taken from all practices, and that those practices with more patients were not over-represented, each physician was asked to pass the questionnaire to, at most, five patients per day. To verify that subject selection was random, patients should be the first five subjects under antidepressant therapy, seen each day. We considered the possibility that this plan for subject selection could be a source of bias, since punctuality in keeping appointments and adherence to instructions can be linked to one another, but decided that the fact that we were selecting patients seen at any level of care, and not only as outpatients, meant we could presume that bias would be small.

We wanted to observe the use of the treatment made by the patients and the relationship between this and what the psychiatrist thought he or she were treating, in a naturalistic clinical setting, so we decided not to interfere more in therapeutic alliance with standardized interviews, as many patients were under treatment during a long time.
A questionnaire was developed, including social and demographic variables, primary and secondary diagnoses, number of recurrences, present and past treatments, time with the present treatment, response, and concomitant somatic diseases. The study physicians met three times to reach a consensus on the questionnaire, and this was then tried out in a pilot study including a total of 50 patients, whose data were not included in this final analysis.

In order to measure the use of the treatment, the questionnaire included two questions, each of which had five possible answers: one asked about whether the patient forgot to take the drug (choices were: never; almost never; some days; almost every day; always need to be reminded), and the other questioned the degree of difficulty that the patient found in taking the drug, as well as his or her attitude towards it (choices were: finds the treatment easy and convenient; easy but sometimes forgets; needs an effort but tries; does not try; thinks the treatment is unnecessary). The questionnaire was developed with the effort to not evoke feelings of guilt, in the hope of avoiding, as much as possible, that the results would be biased by the patients wish to offer a «good» image in front of the psychiatrist, who was also usually their own one.

According to their answers, patients were classified into three levels of use. «Very Good Use», included only those subjects answering that they never forgot their medication and that they found the therapy easy to follow and convenient. A broader category of «good use» included also those who said they almost never forgot to take their medication, while all other subjects were classified into the «bad or doubtful use» group.

Data were analyzed using the SPSS statistical program (version 11.0 in Spanish). The null hypothesis would be rejected if \( p \leq 0.05 \). This is supposed to be a good significance level due to the population size (550 patients). Pearson’s \( \chi^2 \) was used for quantitative variables, and Student’s t for qualitative ones.

Factors considered in the analysis were both socio-demographic factors (sex, age, occupation, marital status, place of residence, education level and place of birth) and disease (no factors [sex, age, occupation, marital status, residence (urban, rural, and place of birth) native or immigrant, education level and disease]) process factors (primary and secondary diagnoses, prior episodes and their treatment, present treatment, duration of present treatment, whether treatment was started by the general practitioner or the psychiatrist, response, and co-existence of somatic diseases). The relationship between each of these factors, and the answers to the questions on forgetfulness and perceived difficulty for following treatment, were analyzed.

RESULTS

We took data from 550 patients; though in some cases there were some invalid responses (we did not take in consideration three protocols in which information was insufficient). We accepted to enter the analysis correctly completed questionnaires and those in which only one item was invalid.

Of all subjects who answered the question on perceived difficulty for adhering to therapy (n = 542), 62.4% (338) considered that their treatment was easy to follow and convenient, while another 22.3% (121) said that their medication was easy to take, but they sometimes forgot to take it. Only 15.3% (83) answered that intake of the treatment required considerable effort, that they did not even try or that they thought the treatment was unnecessary. To the question about forgetfulness (n = 540), 42% (227) declared that they never forgot to take their medication, 22.7% (123) said they seldom forgot, and 35.2% (190) acknowledged that their intake was poor (Table 1).

When both variables were combined (n = 540), we discovered that 37.6% (203) of all patients can be presumed to have a high degree of good use of treatment (meaning that they find treatment easy to follow and convenient and they declare that they never forget to take the medication). If good use is defined less strictly and patients who say they seldom forget are included, the percentage of subjects with good use grows to 52.4% (283).

We grouped all participants (550) into three diagnostic categories; 13 patients had to be excluded because of incomplete data on their primary diagnosis or because they provided no answer to the question on how often they forgot to take their medication. Out of all patients for whom data were available (537), 38.4% (206) had a depressive disorder and 35.9% (193) had an anxiety disorder. The remaining 25.7% (138) were grouped into a third group «other» that included subjects whose main diagnosis were psychotic, personality or feeding disorders, or substance abuse. A bad use of treatment is less common among subjects with affective (30.1%) or anxiety (31.1%) disorders than among those with other diagnoses (48.6%). (Figure 1).

As for the relationship between use of treatment and response to it (Table 2, Fig. 2), we retrieved data from 532 subjects (for 18 subjects, data on response was lacking). Among subjects that did not improve with treatment (116; 21.8% of all subjects), use of treatment is more frequently poor or doubtful (49.1%) than among subjects who do respond to treatment. Of those patients who improved, but did not achieve complete remission of disease (351, 66%), 33.3% took it bad, while only 20% of patients with complete remission of disease (65, 12.2%) had referred a misuse. The differences between the groups were found to be significant (p < 0.001).

When social and demographic factors were considered, differences were significant (p < 0.005) for education level and place of residence. Subjects with no or only primary studies represented 68.7% of all patients, but represented
77.3% among the group with the worse use of treatment, while the same figures for subjects living in rural areas are 35.8 and 54.7%, respectively.

Use of treatment was also worse among subjects with co-existent organic disease, 41.4% of whom acknowledge forgetting to take their drugs, against 30.8% among subjects without somatic disorders (p = 0.04).

DISCUSSION

Social and demographic factors that are associated with forgetfulness include low social and cultural levels, and living in rural areas. This suggests that the use of treatment is related both with the education level and with the accessibility to specialized care (psychiatric practices in our island...
are located in major towns). It has been reported elsewhere that up to 50% of patients leave the physician's office without having fully understood the instructions provided for their treatment.16

Use of treatment is also worse in patients with concomitant organic disease. This is probably best understood as a consequence of the increased complexity of treatment, due to the association of psychopharmacological drugs with other therapies. Moreover, the coexistence of other diseases and drugs increases the probability of adverse drug effects and drug interactions, as well as the appearance of hypochondriac depressive symptoms, which could be related with non-compliance.2 Another possibly involved factor is that presence of somatic suffering may lessen the relevance that the patient gives to his or her psychological problems, and the feeling that both go together and improvement in the somatic disease will improve all conditions. Whichever way, it must be remembered that depression is associated with a poor adherence to any medical treatment, as well as with a higher morbidity and mortality.4 Non-compliance with therapy for somatic disorders may be due to an unrealistic lack of hope for improvement caused by depression, as well as to the tendency for social isolation and cognitive function deterioration that often accompanies depression.17

The fact that response to treatment was better among patients who use better the treatment too is an expected result, but it is important to keep this in mind while prescribing. Patients should be informed not only of the benefits expected from treatment, but of the time that may pass before those benefits become apparent to the patient. In addition, the possible adverse effects and drug interactions should be provided. Up to 72% of physician's declare having told their patients to keep taking the treatment for at least 6 months, yet only 34% of patients remember actually having been told so, with non-adherence being higher among those who have not spoken with their physicians about the duration and adverse effects of treatment.12

Considering all of the above, we believe that the question of use of the drug treatment should be specifically addressed in all patients, and that insisting on this issue should be mandatory in all cases in which response is inadequate. We believe that for an issue as difficult to measure and assess before those benefits become apparent to the patient. In addition, the possible adverse effects and drug interactions should be addressed. Up to 72% of physician's declare having told their patients to keep taking the treatment for at least 6 months, yet only 34% of patients remember actually having been told so, with non-adherence being higher among those who have not spoken with their physicians about the duration and adverse effects of treatment.12

Differences in the treatment used observed between different diagnoses could be due to the variable severity of each disease or to the pertinence of the drug's indication. For example, antidepressants are more effective in affective and anxiety disorders, so that when they are used in these indications, patients may become more aware of getting better, therefore, improving their use of the antidepressant treatment.

Given the scope of the problem of non-adherence, and its practical implications, it is necessary to adequately measure use of treatment, in order to gather information which may be used to plan programs that address this problem in the general population. Measuring the effect that any intervention may have on the therapeutic use of psychopharmaceuticals of patients with chronic disorders is difficult and furthermore, the size of the effect is likely to be moderate, whatever the complexity of the intervention.18 There are no clear indications of which interventions may be effective.19 However, these difficulties should not keep us from trying to address this issue, considering its relevance for the success of treatment.

Emphasizing the importance of a good use of antidepressant treatment is especially relevant for those patients more likely to take it poorly, which would be those whose major psychiatric diagnosis is neither an affective nor an anxiety disorder, with a lower sociocultural level, taking other drugs for concomitant organic diseases and/or living in rural areas with more difficult access to specialized care. In these patients, it is particularly important to insist on the relation between good treatment use and therapeutic response. Psychiatrists should inquire whether their patients adequately follow instructions, and offer them the chance to work together to solve difficulties that may arise during antidepressant treatment.
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